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Introduction
Civil engineering is an interesting and vast topic which is covering the essential elements of
daily routine. In this paper we are discussing about the opportunities and potential in shopping
malls by getting assigned one floor to make it perfectly designed by concrete and beam support.
This floor needs to perfrom with a slabpanel and beam associated to support the building and get
the floor acquainted with proper civil works. A series of tasks and pocedures are performed for
the respective floor where the inputs are properly designed and an architectural help is taken to
make it adequate and reliable. The architecture has provide dimesnions and directions with
proper measurement in metres and millimetres to make the exact fittings and furnishings for the
best space utilization. The requirements of the buildings are considered well brofre the
procurement of the supplies and other materials to make the structural implementation of the
elements in the building. Also the gaps, and assumptions are well taken care of as well as the
documentation and other necessary filings have been submitted earlier. After the framework has
been elaborated and situated the work has initiated for the floor in the mall. The present frame
layout of the floor is covering the composite slabs and beams of steel which are supported by the
columns of steel and other walls of concrete materials. Also labelled grids and other structured
elemehts are utilized everywhere where the typical dimesions and other layouts are prescribed by
the requirements of the assignee. It is taken a proper care that each beam should be specified by
the unique code to make the comprehensive usage of the member. For example, B1, B2 are
specified for each member like a column which are C1. C2, etc.
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Shopping mall Building: The client’s brief
The model was prepared under the adequate and comprehensive guidelines of clients where all the
specifications were personally taken care of to make the project reliable and authenticate. The
following points were classified which are as follows:
1. The prime specification is including a building of shopping mall where small house shops will
exist. There should be spaces for corporate offices, an assembly area should be included, and an
area for having refreshment or dining sort. Figure 1 is covering all the details.
2. The new construction should be with the least disruption and hence the construction should take
care of the shopping mall and its existing parts, the new construction should at minimum include a
flat roof to make the arrangements accordingly.
3. The size for the premises is fixed and it should be 36.0m x 36.0m where the storage of plant and
other equipments with all the operational construction activity should include and completed.
4. The circulations areas should be free with the columns as it should be keep to zero in these area for
better utilization of spaces, and the assembly areas and dinig area should be very limited with the
columns spaces. Only 1 internal column is recommended.
5. The structural elements of concrete should be equipped with fire resistance devices and
equipments to a minimum of 2 hours services, so that emergencies can handle properly and
adequately.
6. The area of the assembly should be well equipped with the 200 seatings to make the maximum
occupancy of the seating. Also the dining area should be available with a 50 seatings to make the
guest and clients confortable.

Imposed Loadings
7. Loadings imposition
Roofs Loadings imposition.

Loadings imposition 1.5kN/m2

Shops Loadings imposition.

Loadings imposition 3.0kN/m2

Circulation areas, roof terrace, dining areas Loadings Loadings imposition 4.0kN/m2
imposition.
Assembly area Loadings imposition
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Loadings imposition 5.0kN/m2

Allowances of the ceilings, partitions, services and other finishing are included in loading.

Site Conditions
8. The site location is comprehensive and adequate for the massive response, it is flat, and
in level with the location of centre which is situated in small town. Here the requirements
of the basis elements including are the speed of basic wind is 42 m/s which is based on a
3-second gust. Hence the mean hourly speed quivalent with the basic wind speed is
21m/s
9. Condiitons of the ground typically:
Ground level – 1.50 m

Made ground (fill).

1.50m – 15.00m

Very stiff clay
Cu values very approximately linearly with depth from 300 –
500kN/m2

Below 15.00m

Rock. Allowable bearing pressure= 5000kN/m2

In the ground investigation there were no signs of ground water and hence the water feasibility
should be equipped with the other sources.

Omit from consideration
10. Staircases design as it is fine as per the consideration and adequacy.
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Plan View

Cross Section A – A
Figure 1 – Buidling of shopping mall view plan and cross section element with the sketch view.
(designing done with the paameters of Sketches out of scale).
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Designing fPrinciples
There are prices differences in flat roofs and pitched roofs, hence the flat roofs are recommended
generally. Same is with this case where flat roofs will be utilized. Flat roofs are generalkly
having a characteritics of a pitch but at a very low height and they are gemerally not flat, the
pitch to these floors are 0.25:12 where the water can float easily to the adequate drainage system
and proper cleanliness is ensured. The direction of the pitch are generally to the specified
drainage with the adequate flow of water. Generally synthetic membranes are used to surface the
flat roof surfaces. There are different thoughts of the people, where they assume that New
Hampshire is not adequate with the flat surfaces. As this area is accumulated with the snow, the
feeling provides this strategic view of the people resifding here. Also there are problems related
with the pondling of water when the drainage of the roofs are not adequate which finally leads to
challenegs to the living people. Hence the flat roofs requires attention and concentration than the
pitched roofs which are not having these types of problems, in the cases of the accumulation of
snow in heavy modes it must be removed with immediate basis to make the proper and adequate
environment. The staff of the maintenance team should be well acquainted with the depth of the
snow and snow load om the roof to make the comfortable and comrpehenosve approach.
Scruppers and darin of roofs should regularly be checked and monitored. If the design structure
are perfectly fitted and structures the system works fine and perfect. These system are installed in
the outer of the roof where tehse are fitted in their container which are generally weatherproof.
Also penthouses are an option for these systems for a better protection and safety. Also it is best
for utilizing the space. A proper method of safety in terms of walkways should be added to
secure the people working in these floors so that their safety is ensured. The walkways are made
up of concrete square, general terms to be recognize is pavers. Also a surveillance is there to
make a proper mechanism.

Ventilation f
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The ventilation facility should be equipped with the shopping malls and it should be planned early as it is
useful in removing the pollurtants available in the wind, odors which are unuseful and the carbon dioxide.
These ventilation also provides cleanliness to the environment and hence these should be installed
properly in the makks and are oplanned accordingly. Air exchange rates are described by the state
mechansical code. Standard 62 or ASHRAE which is a national standard accepted with all the authorities
or bodies. The air exchange rate is most of the shopping malls is 15 – 20 cfm/occupant to make the
reliable approach in the premise. Everywhere it is recommended that the natral ventilation is promoted
and prescribed to make an economical approach and operational windows for making the perfect
combination with ventilation ate approached. Mechanical ventilators are promoted as the natural
ventilators are not able to work in the winter seasons and hence to meet the adequate purpose bith the
mechanisms have been intiated.

Screens:

Drawings:
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Steel vBeam v– vconstruction vstage
The vsteel vsections vare vnormally vdesigned vto vbe vunpropped vduring vconstruction, vand
vmust vbe vsized vto vsupport vthe vself-weight vof vthe vslab, vand vother vconstruction
vloads, vin vtheir vnon-composite vstate. vThe vweight vof vextra vconcrete vfrom vponding
vof vthe vslab vshould vbe vallowed vfor vin vthe vdesign vof vthe vbeams vwhen vthe
vdeflection vof vthe vdecking vunder vthe vwet vweight vof vthe vconcrete vexceeds vone
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vtenth vof vthe vdepth vof vthe vslab, vin vaccordance vwith vboth vBS vEN v1994-1-1 vand
vBS v5950-4. vCareful vconsideration vis vgiven vto vthe vcorrect vallowance vfor vthe
vweight vof vthe vconcrete vwhen v‘mass vflood’ vlevelling vtechniques vare vadopted. vAs
vwell vas vchecking vthe vresistance vof vthe vsteel vbeams, vthis vwill vinvolve van
vassessment vof vtheir vstiffness. vBeams vthat vare vnot vsuitably vstiff vwill vdeflect
vexcessively vduring vconcrete vplacement, vand vthe vextra vconcrete vshould vbe vallowed
vfor vin vthe vdesign.
When vdesigning vto vthe vEurocodes, vthe vconstruction vload vis vdefined vin vBS vEN
v1991-1-6 vand vis vtaken vas vthe vsame vconstruction vload vas vfor vdesigning vthe
vdecking. vThe vself vweight vof vthe vwet vconcrete vis vtreated vas va vvariable vload. vThe
vconstruction vloading vis vsignificantly vmore vonerous vfor vbeams vthan vprevious vUK
vpractice vand, vat vthe vtime vof vwriting, vconsideration vis vbeing vgiven vto vaddress vthis.
vWhen vdesigning vto vBS v5950, vthe vconstruction vload vshould vbe vtaken vas van
‘imposed vload’ vof vnot vless vthan v0.5 vkN/m2 v vapplied vuniformly vover vthe vsupported
varea. vThe vconstruction vloading vshould vbe vapplied vin vaddition vto vthe vself vweight
vof vthe vconcrete, vreinforcement vand vdecking. vThis vnon-composite vcheck vmay vdictate
vthe vfinal vchoice vof vsection vsize vif vsubsequent vimposed vloads vare vlow.
To vuse va vsteel vbeam veconomically, vthe vtop v(compression) vflange vneeds vto vbe
vrestrained vlaterally. vThe vrestraint vprovided vby vthe vdecking vto vthe vbeams vdepends
von vthe vdecking vorientation vand vthe vfixings. vThe vrestraint vprovided vby vdecking
vspanning vin va vdirection vparallel vto va vbeam vis vnormally vassumed vto vbe vnegligible,
vbut vdecking vspanning vperpendicularly vto va vbeam vcan vprovide vrestraint vif vit vis
vadequately vconnected. vIn vthis vlatter vcase, vcontinuous vlateral vrestraint voccurs vwhen
vthru-deck vwelded vshear vconnectors vare vprovided v(irrespective vof vother vfixings), vbut
vwhen vthere vare vno vshear vconnectors, vrestraint vis vlimited vby vthe vresistance vof vthe
vfixings. vThis vwill vdepend vnot vonly von vthe vshear vresistance vof van vindividual
vfixing v(typically, v0.8 vkN vto v4.0 vkN, vaccording vto vthe vtype vof vfixing), vbut valso
von vtheir vspacing valong vthe vbeam. vThe vStructural vDesigner vshould vensure vthat vthe
vrestraint vassumed vin vthe vdesign vis vprovided vby vthe vfixing varrangement; vguidance
von vthe vforce vthat vmust vbe vresisted vis vgiven vin vthe vSCI vpublication vLateral
vstability vof vsteel vbeams vand vcolumns v[ v48 v] vand vBS vEN v1993-1-1 v(or vBS
v5950-1).
Where vdead vload vdeflections vare vexcessive, vpre-cambering vmay vbe vappropriate v(this vis
vnormally vonly vadopted vfor vbeams vlonger vthan v10 vm). vHowever, vthe vpre-camber vrequired
vmay vbe vdifficult vto vdetermine vaccurately; vfor vexample, vthe vstiffening veffect vof vthe vend
vconnections vmay vbe vsignificant, vso vsome vpre-camber vmay vremain vafter vcasting, vand vthe
vdepth vof vthe vslab vmay vnot vbe vas vintended vat vthe vcritical vpoint vof vmid-span. vTherefore,
va vgeneral vrule vof vthumb vis vto vdesign vany vpre-cambering vto veliminate vno vmore vthan vtwo
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vthirds vof vthe vdead vload vdeflection. vIn vsome vsituations, vlarge vamounts vof vpre-camber vmay
vpossibly vhinder vthe vlaying vof vdecking.
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